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Surrendering to human calendar requirements, such as how they're often mentioned in Star Trek
and sci-fi in general, incurs a need for predictions. Neither segments part of nor calendars apply
—off Earth, the human number line counting sunlight to darkness cycles doesn't exist—
therefore use aboard Earth is an illusion choice. We like dates and structures they create.
This makes events within segments, three hundred sixty five cycles each, important within the
time framework organization. Have you ever heard the expression "…remembered it as if it were
yesterday…." ? It might have well been, calendars be damned.
Okay, what's scheduled for twenty twenty one for the remaining 298 cycles of 2021? It's a No 5
year (2+2+1 = 5) in the ongoing cycle of nine.
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The significance is obvious; halfway through, halfway done, halfway finished complete, or
halfway started. The glass is how empty? Full, you say…. oh, right.
As an example, Trump came on the scene in 2015, effects reverberating to influence events for 9
years, 2015 through '23. One could argue the 2016 election started the cycle to include 2024,
making 2020 halfway. Considering "China" virus worldwide reactions and effects, on top of
(behind, actually) the engineered removal from office, this is easy to see.
What do the remaining 298 sunsets contain, besides a lot of free will, choices and options? Let's
ask.
Q:

Esteemed Committee, recent questions and answers were about the corona virus Covid19

situation. Is this pan– / epidemic going to end in 2021 and when?
C:
Greetings earth travelers and journeymen. [Journeypersons? Journeywomen?] Good
paths, roads and fortunes we wish you all. Yes, however each of you might define when the end
will come. We will say soon and never. Allow us a brief explanation; the virus will not disappear
completely and always will the occasional case arise, as occurs with all diseases. When the rate
of new infections and significant symptoms falls to amounts and frequency as occur with viral
infections already known, it can be argued successfully the situation has normalized. Some
people will dismiss the issue at that point, others will seek to continue pumping air and emotion
to inflate self-created fear, entertaining themselves forward with worry, and to provide a chance
to spread fear far and wide, and create more entertainment. The reality is, the rate of new
infection is falling and will fall faster from this month onward. Fewer people will run for testing,
the symptoms will fade into the general group and duration of which resemble or even mimic
known allergies, influenza and others, including the common cold.
Each of you may decide when completion of the cycle has been reached, but for the majority this
point will have arrived by the middle of the year, late June to early July.
Q:
Events to curtail crude oil supply and cause a sharp rise or spike in the price are
foretold. Is this event coming?
C:
The first stroke or strike has just occurred with attempted attacks on crude oil production
areas in Saudi Arabia. More such events are soon coming. The price reaction was swift, even
though damage to surface production kit was not achieved by attackers. When actual damage is
done, watch the crude oil spot market price jump. It will not be necessary to wait much beyond
the year's midpoint to see this manifest, and effects will last through the end and possibly linger
into next year.
Q:
Is Donald Trump going to somehow disastrously or miraculously return to The White
House?
C:
No. Whoever loathes or lusts after this development will not see it not occur.
Q:
Is Joe Biden going to step or fall down, passing power to Kamala Harris?
C:
Not this year, however it looms. Mr. Biden has been mentally slipping and as the many of
you know, such mental declines are not usually steady, but tend to accelerate as they progress. It
shall in this case, however such advantage this presents, already providing advantage and
leverage to the powers who now enjoy both, is compliance. The effort to push legislation through
Congress is that much easier because Mr. Biden will obediently sign what is put in front of him,
little effort there required.
A recent electronic, not-in-person meeting took place with Mr. Biden and certain members of
Congress. As any of you who might have watched did notice, the transmission was abruptly cut
off. Ask yourself who holds authority over the president of the USA to do this?
Q:
Speculation already abounds that Donald Trump will run again for president? Will this
be announced in 2021?
C:
No.
Q:
The former Duke & Duchess from England, the Queen's grandson and his wife, have
given an interview about the experience of leaving the royal fold. Will reprisals and retribution
for doing this, hurt them during the year?
C:
No and not ever.

Q:
Will Earth see an increase in volcanic eruptions and total ash delivered into the upper
atmosphere, compared to recent years?
C:
Yes.
Q:
Is the Dim Period which shall result, going to begin this year? Which volcanoes and
when?
C:
No. Watch. See. We shall add this puzzle piece; a major eruption, the first of several, will
occur at a location not thought to be a dormant or active volcano, but will manifest. The physical
effect will be ash, the mental effect surprise.
Q:
Will world economies recover this year to match positions just before the pandemic
reactions began?
C:
No. Recovery will happen as it is occurring now, but overall not to pre-reaction levels.
Q:
C:

Once shift events begin….
A permanent trend down will commence.

Q:
C:

In subsequent years?
Yes.

Q:
C:

Will any United State within the USA secede in 2021?
No.

Q:
Will a significant armed conflict large enough to be named a war, break out anywhere in
the world during the year?
C:
No.
Q:
Will the censorship now underway in many places continue, accelerate or decline during
the year?
C:
This depends on how you measure it. Most censorship is self-imposed, inflicted or
assumed. The idea censors have always hoped for, is to instill enough fear to cause targets to
self-restrict without need for direct action against a valuable target. This is a standard war and
general defense tactic, successful if employed properly. What has happened so far, are reprisals
against selected targets intended to intimidate many others into submission. The voluntarily
intimidated collateral effect targets are very difficult to measure, because even speaking of the
decision to constrain oneself out of fear, brings worry that a threat might manifest because of it.
Q:
Will severe weather events occur anywhere again during the tear, just as happened
across Texas recently?
C:
The event traversed several or many states, and yes. Your question is where, and we say
in many places about the globe. Extreme temperature events will happen again, but the headlines
will also include storms.
Q:
What about severe earthquakes?
C:
More will occur, most away from populated human areas so disproportional attention will
be given. Humans have a strong tendency to see what appears locally, to ignore distance, despite
attention given. The minority of these severe seismic events in 2021 will gain attention, however.
Q:

Will abrupt changes in national leadership happen anywhere around the world,

unexpected and even shocking events?
C:
Yes.
Q:
end?
C:

Will Great Britain's Crown Prince Phillip, the Queen's husband, live through the year's

Q:
C:

The Queen herself?
She will live on into twenty twenty two.

No.

Q:
Will prices on principal world stock exchanges appreciate, hold or collapse in 2021?
C:
Oscillations and recoveries, some which will appear to and be named collapses, will
occur. How fast or slowly the values of stocks recover to a point of equivalent purchasing power,
will determine whether the increases and decrease can be considered swings or collapses.
Q:
Will ever increasing government debt come to be cause of economic disturbances in
2021?
C:
No, such effects will come in later years. The first signs of this will manifest just after
higher and some will say spiking, crude oil prices to come later this year. The lasting effects of
ballooning government debts will affect economic conditions, as subsequent price shocks and
availability occur yet again.
Q:
Will larger technology information companies such as Google, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram have greater problems or popularity & acceptance, in 2021?
C:
The ongoing complaints will continue. This circumstance will not improve in an
impartial way, but the impartiality of such effects will be very difficult to know. Any position,
perspective, idea or point-of-view not liked or which can be seen as a threat to these technology
information companies, will be managed as has been done until now. Contrary information to
discount or neutralize the first effects, then distractions, will be launched as a counter-offensive.
Q:
C:

We'll hear about the Kardashians again, when needed to achieve this?
Yes, and many other distractions.

Q:
C:

Thank you, Esteemed Committee. I hope we get reader questions y'all can address.
A pleasure to try it shall be.

